BONDING ACCESSORIES
39BA-1
MINI-CUTTER
“V”-GROOVE MINI CUTTER CUTS CROSS SECTIONS UP TO ½” INCH

39BA-2
DIGITAL THERMOMETER
FOR DIE SET CAVITY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

39BA-3
DIGITAL TIMER
HANDY TIMER FOR USE WITH EB & DB BONDERS

39BA-4
FLASH TRIMMING PLIERS
FOR PROPER REMOVAL OF ADHESIVE FLASH

39BA-5
Rubber Cord Stock Measurer-Cutter
With adjustable guides for cutting cross sections .070 to .500 INCHES.
Provides square (90°) cuts on cord stock ends.
Measures lengths up to 192 inches. Metric & Inch graduations.

39BA-6
PI TAPE MEASURE
Length measuring of cord cut lengths up to 12 Feet on one side, and a
diameter tape for measuring up to 45 inch diameters on the other side.

39BA-7
PIVOT CUTTER
Adjustable guides hold cord stock securely in an optimum squared position
in relation to the 3" cutter blade. Provides square cuts (90°) on cord stock
ends. Cuts up to 1 ½ inch diameter cord stock
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39BA-8
CORD HOLDING & ADHESIVE DRYING FIXTURE
Holding fixture and vise combination is designed to keep cord stock ends
in a vertical position and the bonding adhesive in a horizontal position;
eliminating the need for the operator to hold the stock during the time that
is required for the solvent to evaporate out of the rubber adhesive.

39BA-9
TOLUENE SQUEEZE BOTTLES
16 oz, 2 7/8” diameter x 8 7/8” height. Printed with hazard alerts.
Polyethylene (LDPE) with a polypropylene threaded cap.

39BA-10
MINI METAL CAPS
Small metal caps for dispensing the smaller portion of adhesive needed by
the operator for a given period of time. This allows the original adhesive
container to be properly stored in refrigeration.

39BA-11
V-GROOVE CHANNEL BAR
Allows operators to perfectly align adhesive coated cord stock ends
and butt them together prior to introducing the part into the die cavity.
4” LENGTH with a V-GROOVE that accepts up to 5/8” DIA Cord Stock.

39BA-12
PLASTIC STORAGE BOX
This 15” x 8” x 10” orange plastic box also contains a 1” deep UShaped top storage compartment that snaps closed. Ideal for
packing and carrying EB & DB bonders and accessories.

39BA-20
RING SUPPORT MOUNTING BRACKET
Designed to assist in holding large diameter o-rings (up to approx. 20”
I.D.) during loading and bonding. Sturdy alumunim construction.
Accomodates standard peg board hangers with 12 adjustable hole levels.
Mounts securely into three screws with nuts located on the back of all DB
Model Control Boxes. Supplied with (1) peg board hanger (may be
different than shown in photo)
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